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Scandia Line

The 4k and 3k individual pursuit remain

The Grand Prix
Pushed faster time, eliminating format

CHAMPION
Rim profile at higher yaw becomes factor

Shelter
STALL ANGLE AND ROLLING RESISTANCE

6 Day Racing
Condition and eventual drag coefficient
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Sold
Scandia Line Bold

Kierin
QUALMS
Zombielike
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Jolt!
Scandia Line Medium

Gulch
53CM TT

Data Show
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Scandia Line Regular

Bind
Sabre

DANGER

Union Blvd.
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Rusk
Scandia Line Light

Narial
YANGON

485 Essex St.
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Scandia Line Stencil

Kiev
83267

LONDON
Probištipka
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Scandia Line Text Showings

Light 18 Point

The trimming you’ve requested turned out well
considering I’m new to such things. For instance,
why do any of this by hand? If I used the new lawn
mower for the hedges then they would be lower in
the first place. Ok, they would be lower but at what
Regular 18 Point

The trimming you’ve requested turned out well
considering I’m new to such things. For instance,
why do any of this by hand? If I used the new lawn
mower for the hedges then they would be lower
in the first place. Ok, they would be lower but at
medium 18 Point

The trimming you’ve requested turned out well
considering I’m new to such things. For instance,
why do any of this by hand? If I used the new lawn
mower for the hedges then they would be lower in
the first place. Ok, they would be lower but at
bold 18 Point

The trimming you’ve requested turned out well
considering I’m new to such things. For instance,
why do any of this by hand? If I used the new
lawn mower for the hedges then they would be
lower in the first place. Ok, they would be lower
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Scandia Line Text Showings

Light 10 Point

regular 10 Point

The trimming you requested turned out
well considering I’m new to such things.
For instance, why do any of this by hand? If
I used the lawn mower on the hedges then
they would be lower in the first place. Ok
sure, they would be really low, but think how
much fuel we’ll save over the long run. Right
I know, by hand and it wouldn’t use fuel, but
you need to think more openly, even radically. Again, the entire grounds will have a
much lower appearance, almost like a flattop haircut. You know, like barbers used to
give but instead of centimeters, think acres,
like the entire grounds, but in a mannered
flat shape. Ok, so you’re essentially surrendering your job as grounds keeper in favor
of this trimming fantasy you’ve dreamt up?
You’re on acid right? No, that’s insulting.

The trimming you requested turned
out well considering I’m new to such
things. For instance, why do any of this
by hand? If I used the lawn mower on the
hedges then they would be lower in the
first place. Ok sure, they would be really
low, but think how much fuel we’ll save
over the long run. Right I know, by hand
and it wouldn’t use fuel, but you need to
think more openly, even radically. Again,
the entire grounds will have a much lower
appearance, almost like a flat-top haircut.
You know, like barbers used to give but
instead of centimeters, think acres, like
the entire grounds, but in a mannered flat
shape. Ok, so you’re essentially surrendering your job as grounds keeper in favor of
this trimming fantasy you’ve dreamt up?

medium 10 Point

bold 10 Point

The trimming you requested turned out
well considering I’m new to such things.
For instance, why do any of this by hand?
If I used the lawn mower on the hedges
then they would be lower in the first place.
Ok sure, they would be really low, but think
how much fuel we’ll save over the long run.
Right I know, by hand and it wouldn’t use
fuel, but you need to think more openly,
even radically. Again, the entire grounds
will have a much lower appearance,
almost like a flat-top haircut. You know,
like barbers used to give but instead of
centimeters, think acres, like the entire
grounds, but in a mannered flat shape. Ok,
so you’re essentially surrendering your job
as grounds keeper in favor of this trimming
fantasy you’ve dreamt up? You’re on acid
right? No, and frankly that’s insulting.

The trimming you requested turned out
well considering I’m new to such things.
For instance, why do any of this by hand?
If I used the lawn mower on the hedges
then they would be lower in the first place.
Ok sure, they would be really low, but think
how much fuel we’ll save over the long
run. Right I know, by hand and it wouldn’t
use fuel, but you need to think more
openly, even radically. Again, the entire
grounds will have a much lower appearance, almost like a flat-top haircut. You
know, like barbers used to give but instead
of centimeters, think acres, like the entire
grounds, but in a mannered flat shape.
Ok, so you’re essentially surrendering your
job as grounds keeper in favor of this trimming fantasy you’ve dreamt up? You’re on
acid right? No, and frankly that’s insulting.
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Scandia Line Character Set
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Scandia Line Specifications
OpenType Features

ADVENT WIM A ADVENT WIM
wide overview A wide overview
stylistic alternates

Language Coverage

The Scandia Line Extended Latin Character set supports:
Afrikaans, Albanian, Basque, Bokmål, Bosnian, Breton, Catalan, Cornish,
Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, Esperanto, Estonian, Faroese,
Finnish, French, Frisian, Friulian, Gaelic (Manx), Gaelic (Scottish), Gagauz
(Latin), Galician, German, Hawaiian, Hungarian, Icelandic, Indonesian, Irish,
Irish Gaelic, Italian, Karelian, Ladin, Latvian, Lithuanian, Luxemburgish,
Maltese, Moldavian (Latin), Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Rhaeto-Romanic,
Romanian, Sami, Serbian (Latin), Slovak, Slovenian, Sorbian, Spanish, Swahili,
Swedish, Turkish and Welsh.

Encodings

Scandia Line is Unicode encoded and supports:
Western European (1252 Latin 1), Eastern European (1250 Latin 2),
Baltic (1257) and Turkish (1254)

Characters

411 characters

Styles

5

Desktop Font Files

5 OpenType (.otf) font files

Web Font Files

WOFF & EOT

Original Release

February 2015

Available

processtype.com
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